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ABSTRACT Educational data preprocessing from log files represents a time-consuming phase of the
knowledge discovery process. It consists of data cleaning, user identification, session identification, and path
completion phase. This paper attempts to identify phases, which are necessary in the case of preprocessing of
educational data for further application of learning analytics methods. Since the sequential patterns analysis
is considered suitable for estimating of discovered knowledge, this paper tries answering the question, which
of these preprocessing phases has a significant impact on discovered knowledge in general, as well as
in the meaning of quality and quantity of found sequence patterns. Therefore, several data preprocessing
techniques for session identification and path completion were applied to prepare log files with different
levels of data preprocessing. The results showed that the session identification technique using the reference
length, calculated from the sitemap, had a significant impact on the quality of extracted sequence rules. The
path completion technique had a significant impact only on the quantity of extracted sequence rules. The
found results together with the results of the previous systematic research in educational data preprocessing
can improve the automation of the educational data preprocessing phase as well as it can contribute to
the development of learning analytics tools suitable for different groups of stakeholders engaged in the
educational data mining research activities.

INDEX TERMS Computational and artificial intelligence, data preprocessing, educational technology,
learning, learning systems, sequential analysis, web mining.

I. INTRODUCTION
Copmuter-Based Education (CBE) means using computers
in education to provide guidance, to instruct or to manage
instructions to the student [1]. Today, the CBE often takes the
form of web-based educational systems, which together with
artificial intelligence techniques, have induced the emergence
of new educational systems such as learning management
systems (LMS), intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), adaptive
hypermedia educational systems (AHES), personal learning
environments (PLE), massive open online courses (MOOC),
etc. These systems have many common features from the
educational data storing and preprocessing point of view.
Therefore they will be denoted as virtual learning environ-
ments (VLE) for the purpose of this paper.

VLEs are deployed in all sectors of education. They gather
a vast amount of different tracking data that have to be

preprocessed in different ways depending on both the nature
of available data and the specific problems and tasks to be
resolved by data mining techniques [1]. However, although
virtual learning environments gather stakeholders’ data auto-
matically, exploitation of the data for learning and teaching is
still insufficient [2].

Many researchers have applied data mining methods and
techniques on educational data in the last few years con-
sidering the success of an application of data mining meth-
ods in other domains. They aimed to help all stakeholders
of the VLEs to improve their teaching and learning com-
petences, support managerial tasks, as well as design, cre-
ate and develop more efficient and attractive e-learning
courses. This trend gave the basis to the new research dis-
ciplines Learning Analytics (LA) [3] and Educational Data
Mining (EDM) [4].
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EDM and LA have many common features. A typical
EDM, as well as LA process, converts raw data coming from
VLEs into useful information that could potentially have a
great impact on educational research and practice [5]. They
both start with the data gathering and preprocessing steps,
which have many similarities. On the other hand, Siemens
and Baker [6] identified five key areas of difference between
the EDM and LA, including a preference for automated
paradigms of data analysis (EDM) versus making human
judgment central (LA), a reductionist focus (EDM) versus
a holistic focus (LA), and a comparatively greater focus
on automated adaptation (EDM) versus supporting human
intervention (LA) [7]. However, these differences do not
affect the initial phases of educational data analysis toomuch.
Therefore, the outcomes of this paper, which is primarily
focused on the educational data preprocessing in VLEs, could
be considered applicable as well as useful for both research
disciplines.

In data gathering step, data is collected from different
stakeholders’ activities when they interact with the learn-
ing objects within the VLEs [8]. Gathered data often takes
the form of logs (records) stored in the relational database
tables or text files with conventional format. A log file can be
thought of as a list of a VLE stakeholder’s events, in which
each line or record contains a time-stamp plus one or more
fields that hold information about activity at that instant.

Relevant information can be extracted through the analysis
of these logs that may help in understanding many educa-
tional and managerial processes within VLEs. Lara et al.
pointed out that activity logs stored in VLE have proved to
be a useful source of data for data mining. In the particular
case of VLE Moodle, which will be used in the experiment
described in this paper, several earlier studies indicate that
this is an environment in which data mining techniques have
proved to be useful [9]. Lavigne et al. [10] came to the similar
conclusion. However, they stated that the analysis has been
effective for questioning certain aspects of online learning,
but in some cases, the implementation of the findings into the
VLEs does not yield the expected results.

Data preprocessing is the first step of the EDM or LA
analytical process. It transforms raw data from the logs into
a shape suitable for resolving a problem using a specific data
mining method, technique or algorithm. This step is often
considered the most time-consuming step, which requires a
significant effort and consumes the greater part of the avail-
able resources [11].

Several terms should be defined because of their frequent
use in the paper. According to Chitraa et al., data prepro-
cessing step consists of four separate phases: data cleaning,
user identification, session identification and path comple-
tion [12]. A session can be defined as a semi-permanent
interactive information interchange between two or more
communicating devices, for example, a login session is the
period of activity between a user logging in and logging out.

A user session is defined as a sequence of requests made by
a single user over a certain navigation period, and a user may

have a single (or multiple) session(s) during this time period.
According to Spiliopoulou et al. [13], a user session can be
defined as a sequence of necessary steps required to fulfil a
particular task successfully. Session identification is a process
of segmenting the log data of each user into individual access
sessions. In other words, the session is a sequence of VLE
user’s steps leading to a particular learning aim. Although
user and session identification is not specific to education, it is
especially relevant due to the longitudinal nature of student
usage data [1].

A path completionmeans a reconstruction ofmissing activ-
ities of a VLE’s stakeholder. Reconstruction of these activ-
ities is focused on retrograde completion of records (logs)
on the navigation path went by the stakeholders in the VLE.
The main aim of this step is adding missing records to the
input data file, which are not automatically recorded in the
log file or database records.

The paper is focused on the common tasks and problems
related to the session identification and path completion
phases of data preprocessing of the EDM and LA processes.
The main objective is to evaluate the impact of the different
settings used in the preprocessing phase of LA and EDM
on the quality of the discovered knowledge. Specifically,
the main aim is to assess the impact of user session identi-
fication and path completion on the quantity and quality of
extracted sequence rules that represent the learners’ behav-
ioral patterns in the VLE. Moreover, it tries to answer the
question whether and how could be the preprocessing phase
accelerated and at least partially automated using special
tools as well as tools integrated into the VLEs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next
section summarizes the actual state of the research in educa-
tional data preprocessing from several points of view. It tries
to justify the fact that the lack of attention is paid to the
particular steps of educational data preprocessing from log
files, although these steps form an inevitable part of the
EDM research and specialized educational data preprocess-
ing tools. The third section provides a comprehensive descrip-
tion of the research methodology and articulates the research
assumptions. It begins with the summarizing of the results
of previous experiments focused on the evaluation of the
importance of different preprocessing phases on the quality
of the discovered knowledge. These results complement the
results of the described experiment, which are introduced in
the fourth section. These results provide the reader a solid
knowledge, how to evaluate the contribution of different pre-
processing techniques widely used in the educational data
preprocessing phase to the overall knowledge discovery. The
last section provides the discussion about the contribution and
weaknesses of the experiment and suggests several ideas for
the future research.

II. RELATED WORK
Scientific progress in EDM research area can be found in
reviews [4], [14]. The last comprehensive state-of-the-art
review was edited by [1] and [15]. Scientific progress in the
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LA research discipline is summarized in [16]–[18]. They are
focused mainly on the application, comparison as well as
improvement of different data mining methods, techniques,
and tools used usually in the later phases of the EDM as well
as LA processes. However, the preprocessing problems are
mentioned only partially. For instance, the last book about the
progress in the LA edited by Larusson and White [19] does
not mention educational data preprocessing problems at all.
The authors mostly assumed, there are only small problems,
which can follow the preprocessing phase.

It can be stated, that educational data preprocessing has
not received sufficient analytical efforts based on the analysis
of these comprehensive EDM and LA reviews. According
to [17], data preprocessing is the first step in any data mining
process, being one of the most important but less studied
tasks in educational data mining research. Most of the authors
rarely describe this important step or only provide a list of
few works focused on the preprocessing of data. This fact
can be considered surprising because according to several
authors, data preprocessing phase typically requires a signif-
icant effort and can take typically between 60 and 90 percent
of the resources of the knowledge discovery process [11].
Similarly, Bienkowski et al. supposed that at least 70 percent
and often 80 to 85 percent of the effort in data analytics is
devoted to data cleaning, formatting, and alignment. More-
over, they suggested that education has the further compli-
cation of needing to move data across different levels of the
system, back and forth between classroom, school, district,
and state databases [20].

Special attention to the preprocessing phase of educa-
tional data analysis is paid mainly in [21]. Romero et al. [5]
wrote a special chapter there focused especially on data
preprocessing. They summarized specific problems about
data preparation in web-based educational systems and pro-
vided references to other relevant scientific papers. They
noticed most of the studies aiming to apply data mining
techniques in LA and EDM are based on the preprocessing
technique employed in e-commerce. However, the context
of e-learning is very particular and differs from ordinary
websites or e-commerce contexts, at the level of the structure,
in the nature of the contents, or in the objectives of analysis.
A specific characteristic of educational data is that there
are different levels of granularity such as keystroke level,
answer level, session level, student level, classroom level, and
school level. They also stated, similarly as already mentioned
authors, that there is still a lack of specific references to the
educational data preprocessing in the current scientific litera-
ture. The authors finally intervened for enhancing preprocess-
ing facilities that prepare the e-learning data in a meaningful
and useful way [5].

The same authors stated, the number of tools exclusively
devoted to data preprocessing is marginal [5]. Nowadays,
general software and data mining tools are used for educa-
tional data preprocessing. However, most of the current EDM
and LA tools and general preprocessing tools are normally
designed more for power and flexibility than for simplicity.

They do not suitably support preprocessing activities in the
educational domain. Moreover, most of the currently existing
tools are just prototypes providing restricted features, or they
are oriented to work only with a very specific type of data.

Nevertheless, some prototypical proposals for data prepro-
cessing solutions can be found in the field of education. These
tools are mainly oriented to the preparation of data extracted
from log files in VLE. Usable integrated tools for teachers
that support cyclical research activities are still missing in
most current VLEs. Even though they exist, they are far
from satisfactory [8]. These tools support predominantly the
modelling and visualization phase of the knowledge discov-
ery [22]. Moreover, they require more experienced users, who
are able to configure data mining algorithms before they are
executed [23]. Specialized preprocessing tools, which could
support or automate all mentioned preprocessing tasks, are
still missing and must be done manually.

Marquardt et al. [24] published a comprehensive paper
about the preprocessing of educational data. They defined a
learning session, which can span different periods according
to given circumstances or learning goals. They proposed a
tool prototype for the automation of the most typical tasks
performed in the preprocessing phase for the mining of edu-
cational data like data cleaning and filtering, user and session
identification, path completion, data enrichment, and trans-
action identification [25]. The tool prototype is not currently
widely used in connection with EDM research.

The educational data used in this paper come from the
VLEMoodle. VLEMoodle belongs to the mostly used VLEs
for several years. Therefore, it is not surprising, that many
researchers focused their research on the implementation of
data mining and especially web mining methods onto educa-
tional data recorded in this system [26]. VLE Moodle is used
as a coherent framework of preprocessing, and data extracted
from VLE Moodle have served as a case under study in most
examples [5].

VLE Moodle does not offer an integrated tool for data
analysis using LA or EDM techniques and methods. It only
provides access to the students’ logs at the e-learning course
level as well as at the system level. The official Moodle
site contains a comprehensive list of learning analytics plu-
gins (SmartKlass, Zoola, Engagement analytics, GISMO,
Configurable reports), which can be installed into or con-
nected with the Moodle. However, these plugins can be
considered more reporting tools than analytical tools in the
meaning of LA and EDM tools.

Dimopoulos et al. [27] summarized the EDM and LA tools
which interoperate with Moodle. However, these tools (for
instance, LAe-R, MOCLog) provide mainly analysis and
visualization of the educational data and combine a didactical
theory with VLE stakeholders’ requirements [28]. They do
not deal with the educational data preprocessing in detail. The
author did not mention which steps of the data preprocessing
in VLE Moodle are necessary.

Ali et al. [22] introduced semantic learning analytics
tool named LOCO-Analyst, which provide educators with
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feedback on the relevant aspects of the learning process tak-
ing place in a web-based learning environment. They simi-
larly do not deal with the preprocessing phase in detail.

As was stated previously, data preprocessing step consists
of data cleaning, user identification, session identification
and path completion phases. Data cleaning is often minimal
because most VLEs provide user authentication and logging
his/her activities in a suitable form. Users are identified
mainly by login and password. They have a unique user
ID. Romero et al. stated that therefore it is not necessary
to do the typical user identification task to identify sessions
from logs, and session determination ceases to be a problem.
They argued that all records can be sorted in ascending
order with the user ID as the primary key, and the event
time as a secondary key. As a result, it is easy to identify
user sessions by grouping contiguous records from one login
record to the next one. Moreover, an upper limit of the time
interval between two successive clicks denoted as session
timeout threshold (STT) [13], can be set in order to break
the sequence of one student’s click stream into sessions.
Consequently, the changes in the value of STT may result
in increasing or decreasing the total number of identified
sessions. However, as they stated, there is no research on the
relation between this time limit of user session identification
and its impact on quality of discovered knowledge [5].

This paper is focused on the user session identification and
path completion techniques used in the preprocessing step.
A user session can be defined as a set of pages visited by
the same stakeholder within the duration of one particular
visit to a VLE. Once a stakeholder was identified, his/her
click stream is portioned into logical clusters. The method
of portioning into sessions is called in general sessioniza-
tion or session reconstruction [12]. Session reconstruction
techniques can be divided into time-oriented heuristic tech-
niques and navigation oriented heuristics techniques. These
techniques use reactive strategy because they exploit back-
ground knowledge on user navigational behavior to assess
whether the records registered in the log file can belong to the
same individual and whether these records were performed
during the same or subsequent visits of the individual to the
VLE [13]. The selection of the particular heuristic depends
on the design of the VLE as well as on the assumed average
duration of the stakeholders’ session.

Even though different techniques of session identification
and path completion are extensively described in the web
usage mining reviews [12], [29], [30] as well as in several
reviews of the EDM research field [14], [21], they focused
mainly on improving of existing techniques, or application of
these techniques in specific environments. They did not deal
with the impact of particular preprocessing phases and tech-
niques on quality and quantity of discovered knowledge in
general as well as regarding sequential patterns analysis [5].

Sequential patterns analysis is a process of discovering
and displaying previously unknown knowledge, interrelation-
ships, and data patterns with the goal of supporting improved
decision making. Sequential patterns analysis can contribute

to the educational research in various ways. It helps to evalu-
ate learner’s activities, adapt and customize resources, com-
pare theoretical and real learning paths, generate personalized
activities to different groups of learners or recommend to
a student the most appropriate educational material [31].
Therefore, the sequential patterns analysis, especially found
sequence rules, is considered suitable for estimating of dis-
covered knowledge [32].

Sequence rules are defined as a consecutive or non-
consecutive ordered sub-set of an events sequence. Although
the mining of the complete set of sequence rules has been
improved substantially, in many cases, the sequential pattern
still faces tough challenges in both effectiveness and effi-
ciency. The problem is that there could be a large number of
sequential patterns in a large database. However, presenting
the complete set of sequential patterns may make the mining
result hard to understand and hard to use. A user is often
interested in only a small subset of such patterns [33].

According to Berry and Linoff [34], extracted sequence
rules can be divided into three groups: actionable (useful),
trivial and inexplicable rules. Useful rules contain high qual-
ity and actionable information. Trivial rules are known to any-
one who is familiar with the business or domain. Inexplicable
rules seem to have no explanation and do not suggest any
action.

The quality of found sequence rules is possible to assess
using two indicators [34]: variables support and confidence.
Support of a rule is defined by a fraction of transactions that
satisfy union of items in the consequent and antecedent of the
rule [35]. The value of support for a rule ‘‘if A then B’’, where
A, B are itemsets (sequences), can be calculated as:

support (if A then B)

=
frequency of (A, B)

number of transactions in the dataset
∗ 100.

Support corresponds to statistical significance and on the
other hand confidence is a measure of the rule’s strength [35],
where confidence can be defined as:

confidence (if A then B) =
support (if A then B)

support (A)
∗ 100.

The confidence for rule ‘‘if A then B’’ is not necessarily
the same as the confidence of the rule ‘‘if B then A’’ [36].
It can be stated considering the provided review of the

related work, that only several papers, including the previous
research of the authors, systematically study the impact of
different parameters of the preprocessing techniques on the
quality of discovered knowledge [37]. The results of the
previous research will be explained as the background of the
research in the next section because they naturally comple-
ment to the described experiment.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This section describes the experiments, in which different
session identification and path completion data preprocessing
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techniques were applied with the aim to find out, which of
them are necessary to realize during the EDM or LA process.

A. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Two previous experiments [38], [39], which closely relate
to the aim of this paper, were focused on the specification
of inevitable steps of data preprocessing with the aim to
obtain reliable data from the log files of the VLE. These
experiments, together with the experiment described later,
provide the reader with a solid review of the problems related
to the selection of suitable preprocessing techniques in the
context of EDM as well as LA. The summarized results could
help researchers to decide, which steps, techniques, as well as
their parameters, use in the educational data preprocessing,
especially in the case of VLE Moodle.

The first experiment was focused on an evaluation of the
impact of different variables (user ID, IP address, time) suit-
able for session identification on knowledge discovery repre-
sented by the behavior patterns of students in the VLE [38].
Surprisingly, the results showed that paths completion in
combination with all three variables (user ID, IP address,
time) had no significant impact on the quantity and also on
the quality of obtained knowledge. Completing the paths had
the impact only on increasing the portion of useful rules, but
this increase was not statistically significant.

On the other hand, session identification based on the
variable time, often denoted as session timeout thresh-
old (STT), had a significant impact on the quantity as well
as on the quality of obtained knowledge. According to
Spiliopoulou et al. [13], this technique belongs to the time
oriented heuristics because it uses an upper bound on time
spent in the entire VLE during a visit. The value of STT is
often used to determine when a session ends and the next
one starts. An STT is a pre-defined period of inactivity that
allows web applications to determine when a new session
occurs [40]. The correct value ofSTT has been often discussed
by several authors in the web mining research field [41] as
well as EDM [5]. They recommended an interval of STT
values found using different criteria or statistical estimations.
However, no generalized model was proposed as well as
proved to estimate the STT used to identify sessions in VLEs.

The portion of trivial and inexplicable rules was dependent
on session identification based on time, e.g. on the value of
STT. The identification of sessions had a significant impact
on the reduction of a portion of trivial and inexplicable rules
while the portion of useful rules stayed unchanged.

The second experiment [39] was therefore focused on
the evaluation of the impact of the session identification
techniques based on the different session timeout threshold
variable on the quantity and quality of discovered knowledge.
The VLE stakeholders’ logs were exported andmodified with
the aim creating several log files with various values of STT
and path completion.

The assumption concerning the identification of sessions
based on time and its impact on the quantity of extracted rules
was proved. Moreover, it was proved that the value of STT

has a significant impact on the quantity of extracted rules.
Statistically significant differences in the average of variables
incidence, support, as well as the confidence of found rules
were proved among files with different STT regardless of the
fact, whether the files were modified by path completion. The
portion of trivial and inexplicable rules was dependent on
the value of STT. Identification of sessions based on smaller
STT had an impact on reducing the portion of trivial and
inexplicable rules as well as on the quality of found rules
in terms of the fundamental characteristics of quality [37].
On the other hand, it was shown that the completion of paths
had a neither significant impact on the quantity nor quality of
extracted rules. Paths completion had no significant impact
on increasing the portion of useful rules.

As a result, path completion in connection with the impro-
priate value of STT identification may cause increasing of
trivial and inexplicable rules. The results showed the highest
degree of concordance in the variables support and confi-
dence of the sequence rules found in the file without path
completion and in the corresponding file with the path com-
pletion. The assumption of an impact of paths completion on
obtained knowledge was not proved. It can be stated consid-
ering the previous results, that the identification of sessions
based on time is crucial to data preparation from a log file in
the VLE [42]. However, the correct estimation of the variable
length of STT upon identifying sessions based on time is also
important. The decision to use too high value of STT could
lead to the increasing of trivial and inexplicable rules while in
combination with paths completion this increase could even
be much more significant [37], [38].

B. DATA ACQUISITION
Eight log files in different stages of data preprocessing were
compared in the following experiment. The raw log files
came from an e-learning course, which was created in VLE
Moodle for the purpose of a blended learning methodology
support of the course Computer Data Analysis (CDA). Eighty
students enrolled in the e-learning course. The primary course
objective was to familiarize students with different study pro-
grams with the introductory topics of data mining, inference,
and exploratory analysis [43]. The didactical objective of the
e-learning course was to verify whether and how this subject,
accompanied by an e-learning course with practical assign-
ments solved in the given statistical software, can increase
the statistical literacy of the students [44].

While the structures of the VLEMoodle logs were changed
[28], [45], it was necessary to modify the methodology used
in the experiments mentioned in the previous section and
also to identify the variables needed for the next experiment
(IP address, date, and time of access, user ID, URL). Other
variables were removed from the log files. An example of the
structure of the log file is depicted in Table 1.

The URL variable did not involve the web domain of the
VLE and also was not in a typical HTTP format. It gave
only a reference if the user visited a particular course activ-
ity or resource, like a book, an exam, a dictionary or if
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TABLE 1. The logs file from e-learning course.

TABLE 2. The logs file from e-learning course.

he/she posted an assignment. The structure of the URL is
described in detail in the columns in Table 1. For better clarity
of the visited URL, the variable was shortened only to its
corresponding ID and was created as a new variable URL ID.
This variable was further used in the next data preparation
steps.

C. CREATION OF DATA MATRICES
The data matrices were created from the log files, which con-
tained the information about the students’ accesses ordered
by the user ID, IP address, and time variable.

Consequently, a sitemap of e-learning course was also
created. This sitemap was used in connection with several
session reconstruction techniques later in the experiment.
The sitemap collects information about the structure of the
e-learning course content and navigation. It has a great impor-
tance for retrograde completion of the records on the path
went through by the user using a back button since the use of
such button is not automatically recorded into log entries of
VLE. The information on the existence of links to particular
pages of the e-learning course can be extracted from the
sitemap.

The sitemap was obtained using Web Crawling applica-
tion implemented in the used STATISTICA Data Miner. The
sitemap had to be modified (Table 2) to correspond with
the IDs of e-learning course pages. Having ordered records
according to the IP address it was possible to search for some
linkages between the consecutive pages.

For example, a sequence of pages for the selected IP
address can look like this: A→B→C→D→X (Fig.1). The

FIGURE 1. Example of path reconstruction.

algorithm can find out if there exists the hyperlink from the
page D to the page X using the sitemap. The assumption is
that pageXwas accessed by the same user using a back button
of the web browser from one of the previous pages. Then,
through a backward browsing can be found out, fromwhich of
the previous pages exists a reference to page X. Fig. 1 shows,
that there is no hyperlink to page X from page C if C page
is entered into the sequence, i.e. the sequence will look like
this: A→B→C→D→C→X. Similarly, it is possible to find
out, that there is not any hyperlink connection between page
B and page X and so B can be added into the sequence,
i.e. A→B→C→D→C→B→X. Finally, the algorithm finds
out that page A contains a hyperlink to page X. After the
termination of the backward path analysis, the sequence will
look like this: A→B→C→D→C→B→A→X. It means the
user used the back button in the browser in order to cross from
page D to C, from C to B and from B to A [39].

The variable STTwas created in the log file based on a time
window of 100 minutes as a next step in the data matrices cre-
ating process. This value was chosen regarding the duration
of an average face-to-face lesson. The lesson normally took
90 minutes, but sometimes the students finished their tasks
after the lesson, during the break, therefore more ten minutes
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were added to the value of STT estimation as a period of
latency. It was proved, that the selected additional ten minutes
were after rounding in accordancewith the value of a standard
deviation.

D. DATA PREPARATION
As was stated earlier, all preprocessing steps were not neces-
sary to apply in the presented experiment because the VLE
did not allow an anonymous login into e-learning courses.
All users were already identified by user ID. Teachers’ and
course administrator’s records in log file were removed. Only
the activity of the students enrolled in the e-learning course
was recorded in the log files.

The experiments mentioned in section 3.1 used time-
oriented heuristic techniques of user session reconstruction.
On the other hand, the navigation oriented heuristic using
reference length was used in the next experiment. The Refer-
ence Length method is based on the assumption that the time
the user spends on a page correlates with whether the page
is classified as an auxiliary (navigational) page or content
page for that user [46], [47]. It can be assumed based on the
research in [47] that the time spent on the auxiliary pages
is small. It is not expected, the auxiliary page of e-learning
course contains any relevant educational content. The user
passes through these pages so that he/she can navigate to
his/her search target content. If the portion of auxiliary pages
is known, then the maximum length of the auxiliary page
is given by the formula C = −ln(1 − p)/λ, where C
denotes cutoff time, i.e. a threshold value of auxiliary pages,
p represents the percentage of auxiliary pages. Formula
λ̂ = 1/ ¯RLength represents the maximum likelihood estima-
tion of the parameter λ, where ¯RLength is observedmean time
spent on the pages [46].

If the cutoff time has been estimated, then the session is a
sequence k of visited pages, where the first k − 1 pages are
classified as auxiliary pages because the time spent on these
pages is less or equal to the cutoff time. The last page in this
sequence is classified as a content page because the time spent
on this page is higher than the cutoff time. The influence of
the ratio of auxiliary pages on the cutoff time calculation can
be compared based on the sitemap (objective estimate) and
subjective estimate.

The decision that the page is auxiliary is subjective. It is
based on what the e-learning course developer or teacher
defines as an auxiliary page.

This estimation can also be used when the sitemap of
the e-learning course is missing. On the other hand, when
the ratio of auxiliary and content pages from a sitemap is
calculated, it gave more accurate information about the ratio
of auxiliary pages. The calculation was made using the for-
mula p = a/n, where a was a count of auxiliary pages, and
n represented a count of all pages.

The sitemap was created using a crawling tool and con-
sisting of the variables URL and Referrer. The sitemap was
imported into a database. The number of auxiliary pages from
the variable Referrer was obtained using the SQL distinct

statement. The number of auxiliary pages corresponded to the
number of unique referring pages in the used VLE.

Finally, applying the previously described steps and
session identification techniques led to the creating of four
preprocessed log files (Fig.2):

• File A1 contained the sessions identified using the
Reference Length method, and the ratio of auxiliary
pages was calculated from the sitemap (15.32 %).

• File B1 contained the sessions identified using the Ref-
erence Length, and the ratio of auxiliary pages was
subjectively estimated (25 %).

• The next session identification technique used in the
experiment is based on an average length of a session
timeout threshold. A new session was defined when the
time between two actions was higher than the average
length. The File C1 was created in this way.

• The last File D1 was created by the application of the
method, in which the sessions were identified using the
quartiles. The formula QSTT = QIII + 1.5Q was used,
where QIII represented an upper quartile and Q was a
quartile range. A new session was defined when the time
between two actions in the e-learning course was higher
than QSTT .

The next step of data preparation was focused on the prepa-
ration of log files using path completion technique. It was
necessary to identify important page accesses that were not
recorded in the log file due to a client-side caching of
e-learning course pages. This happened for instance when the
user accessed to the page using a back button of the browser.

The sitemap of the VLE was created during the process of
creating data matrices. It is necessary to know the sitemap
of the VLE and the variable Referrer from the log file for
adding the missing references to the log files. If the referrer
URL is not the same as a previously requested page of the
e-learning course, then the path is incomplete. Concerning
problems with the variable URL of the log file, it was also
necessary to modify the sitemap URL and Referrer variables.
Both variables were shortened only in the case they corre-
sponded to the e-learning course main page, book, exam,
dictionary or assignment. Details of the used path comple-
tion technique were described in section 3.3 as well as in
[30] and [47]. Based on them, the path completion algorithm
was applied in the last step of data preparation. Finally,
another four files were created for every previously used
session identification techniques (File A2, File B2, File C2,
and File D2).

E. DATA ANALYSIS
The main goal of data analysis stage of this experiment
represents a searching for behavioral patterns of students in
individual log files. A sequence patterns analysis was applied
to all prepared log files with the aim to extract sequence rules
for each file. As a result, a set of extracted sequence rules from
the frequent sequences with the minimum of variable support
1 % for each file was created. As was mentioned earlier,
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FIGURE 2. Application of data preparation to the log file.

extracted sequence rules were divided into three groups:
actionable (useful), trivial and inexplicable rules.

In this paper, trivial rules were mostly rules that included,
for example, a transition from the main page to a book
page, quiz page or assignment in the e-learning course and
vice versa (e.g. Course => Autotest3). Inexplicable rules
were identified as the transition from one page to the same
one (e.g. Course=> Course). Useful rules were identified as
the transition from the final exam quiz page to the book page
and consequently back to the final exam quiz page because it
is not allowed during the final exam (e.g. Topic3/Autotest2,
Topic2/Task2, Activity of lesson => Topic3/Autotest2).
The decision, to which type of sequence rules the given rule

belongs, was solely subjective based on the domain expert’s
decision. Considering the subjective character of the expert’s
decision, its objectivity had to be evaluated. The objectivity
denotes the measure to which the results are independent
on the researcher as well as on the measured unit in the
meaning of the distortion of the measurement. As a conse-
quence, eighty nine found sequence rules evaluated by the
eight human experts were selected. Moreover, the experts
were divided into three groups based on their roles in the
VLE and particularly in the e-learning course: four teach-
ers (T), two e-learning course developers (C) and two VLE
managers (M). All participants evaluated the usefulness of
found sequence rules using a three-value scale. The overall
evaluation of the rule was calculated as a weighted mean of
the individual evaluations. This approach took into account
the uneven distribution of the groups of experts.

The non-parametric method of analysis was used con-
sidering the unknown distribution of data and ordinal char-
acteristic of the used variables. Finally, Kendall’s tau was
used. Statistical significance of the calculated coefficients
was tested (Table 3).

Table 3 shows that there is a large almost ideal linear depen-
dency (0.7 – 1) between the particular expert’s evaluations of
the sequence rules.

The coefficients of Kendall’s tau were statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.05) between the particular expert
groups (Table 4). In other words, it can be stated that the
high coefficients of the correlation ensured the objectivity of
the sequence rules evaluation. The highest rate of compli-
ance was between the e-learning course developers (C) and
VLE managers (M). On the other hand, the smallest rate of
compliance was among the teachers (T) and e-learning course
developers. The zero hypothesis supposed that there was not
statistically significant difference in sequence rules evalua-
tions between the groups of experts. This hypothesis was not
rejected considering the results of the Friedman test (ANOVA
Chi Sqr. (N = 89, df = 2) = 2.294118; p = 0.31757).

F. OUTPUT OF DATA UNDERSTANDING AND RESULTS
COMPARISON
This step is characterized by creating of data matrices from
the analysis and by defining the assumptions. The following
assumptions were articulated:
• It is expected that an identification of sessions using the
Reference Length method, calculated from a sitemap,
will have a significant impact on the quantity of
extracted rules.

• It is expected that an identification of sessions using the
Reference Length method, calculated from a sitemap,
will have a significant impact on an increasing the por-
tion of useful rules.

• It is expected that an identification of sessions using the
Reference Length method, calculated from a sitemap,
will have a significant impact on the quality of extracted
rules.
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TABLE 3. Kendall’s coefficients tau between the particular expert’s evaluations of the sequence rules.

TABLE 4. Kendall’s coefficients tau between the particular expert groups’
evaluations of the sequence rules.

• It is expected that a path completion will have a signifi-
cant impact on the quantity of extracted rules.

• It is expected that a path completion will have a signifi-
cant impact on an increasing the portion of useful rules.

• It is expected that a path completion will have a signifi-
cant impact on the quality of extracted rules.

Comparison of data analysis results elaborated on various
levels of data preprocessing in terms of quantity and quality
of the found rules will be closely described in the next section.

IV. RESULTS
This section summarizes the results of the experiment. The
first part of the section deals with the evaluation of the
quantity of extracted sequence rules in the files. The second
part is focused on the qualitative evaluation of the extracted
sequence rules.

A. QUANTITY EVALUATION OF EXTRACTED RULES IN THE
EXAMINED FILES
The analysis (Table 5) resulted in sequence rules, which were
obtained from frequent sequences fulfilling their minimum
of variable support (in our case. min s = 1 %). Frequent
sequences were obtained from identified sequences, i.e. visits
of individual users during one term (Table 5). The STA-
TISTICA Sequence, Association and Link Analysis module
was used for sequence rules extraction. It is an implementa-
tion of a powerful A-priori algorithm used in several other
experiments [35], [48]–[50] together with a tree structured
procedure requiring one pass through the data.

There is a high coincidence between the results (Table 6)
of sequence patterns analysis in terms of the portion of found

rules in the case of files without path completion (A1, B1,
C1, D1) and files with path completion (A2, B2, C2, D2),
where 1 means the rule was found in the examined file and
vice versa, 0 means the rule was not found in the examined
file. The most rules were extracted from files with path
completion; specifically, 76 rules were extracted from the
file C2 which represents over 85 %. 72 rules were extracted
from the file A2 which represents almost 81 %. 67 rules were
extracted from the file B2 which represents over 75 %, and
58 rules were extracted from the file D2, which represents
over 65 % of the total number of found rules. Generally, more
rules were found in the observed files with the completion of
paths. Considering the fact, the files had been created from
the same set of logs, it is natural, that the found sequence
rules overlapped partially.

Based on the Q test results of the zero hypothesis, which
reasons that the incidence of rules does not depend on indi-
vidual levels of data preparation, is rejected at the 0.1 %
significance level (Table 6).

Kendall’s coefficient of concordance represents the degree
of concordance in the number of found rules among examined
files. The value of the coefficient (Table 7) is approximately
0.26 while 1 means a perfect concordance and 0 represents a
discordance. Low values of the coefficient confirm the Q test
results.

Four homogenous groups (Table 7) from multiple com-
parisons (Tukey test) were identified regarding the average
incidence of found rules. Statistically significant differences
were proved at the 5 % significance level in the average
incidence of found rules between files D1 and C1, D2 and
C2 as well as between files without (X1) and with (X2, where
X = {A, B, C, D}) path completion.
The path completion has a significant impact on the quan-

tity of extracted rules. On the contrary, the session identi-
fication technique using reference length based on sitemap
estimation has no impact on the quantity of extracted rules in
the case of files without as well as with path completion.

A closer look at the results (Table 8, Table 9, Table 10,
Table 11) shows that
• almost 50 % of the new rules were found in files with
path completion (A2, B2, C2, D2),
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TABLE 5. Number of accesses, sequences and rules.

TABLE 6. Incidence of the discovered sequence rules in particular files.

TABLE 7. Homogeneous groups for incidence of derived rules in
examined files.

• almost 5 % of rules in the case of the file (D1) with ses-
sion identification using STT based on quartiles without
path completion (Table 11),

• approximately 10 % of rules in the case of files (A1,
B1, C1) using Reference Length method (Table 8,
Table 9) and STT based on mean without path comple-
tion (Table 10).

• A statistically significant difference was proved in the
case of files with session identification using Reference
Length method (Table 8, Table 9). The difference con-
sisted of 40-43 new rules found in the files with path
completion (A2, B2).

• In the case of files with session identification using
STT (Table 10, Table 11) it is also 40-43 new rules,
where the statistically significant difference was proved
in the number of found rules between the files without
and with path completion in favor of files with path
completion (C2, D2).

B. QUALITY EVALUATION OF THE EXTRACTED RULES IN
THE EXAMINED FILES
The results of sequence patterns analysis can be analyzed
more closely considering the portion of each type of found
rules. It was required the association rules be not only under-
standable but also useful. An association rule analysis pro-
duced the three common types of rules useful (utilizable,
beneficial), trivial and inexplicable [34].

In this case, upon the sequence rules were differentiated
the same types of rules. The only requirement (validity
assumption) of the use of the chi-square test is sufficiently
high expected frequencies [51]. The condition is violated
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TABLE 8. Crosstabulations: File A1 x File A2.

TABLE 9. Crosstabulations: File B1 x File B2.

TABLE 10. Crosstabulations: File C1 x File C2.

if the expected frequencies are lower than 5. The validity
assumption of the chi-square test was violated in realized
tests. It was a reason why not only the results of Pearson chi-
square test were considered, but also the values of calculated
contingency coefficient.

Contingency coefficients (Con. Coef. C, Cramér’s V)
represent the degree of dependency between two nominal
variables. The value of Cramér’s V coefficient was approx-
imately 0.8 (Table 12). There was a very large dependency
between the portion of useful, trivial and inexplicable rules
and their occurrence in the set of discovered rules extracted
from the file A1. The contingency coefficient was statistically
significant. The zero hypothesis (Table 12) was rejected at

TABLE 11. Crosstabulations: File D1 x File D2.

TABLE 12. Crosstabulations: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File A1.

the 0.1 % significance level, i.e. the portion of useful, triv-
ial and inexplicable rules depended on the identification of
sessions by the Reference Length method based on sitemap
estimation. In this file, the least inexplicable rules were
found (86 %), while 20 useful rules were extracted from the
file A1, which represent 95 % of all the found useful rules.
The most useful rules were found in the file with the sessions
identification based on sitemap estimation (A1).

The value of Cramér’s V coefficient (Table 13) was approx-
imately 0.7, where 1 means perfect relationship and 0 no
relationship. Therewas a large dependency among the portion
of useful, trivial and inexplicable rules and their occurrence
on the set of the discovered rules extracted from the file B1;
the contingency coefficient was statistically significant. The
zero hypothesis (Table 13) was rejected at the 0.1 % signifi-
cance level, i.e. the portion of useful, trivial and inexplicable
rules depended on the identification of sessions by Reference
Length method based on subjective estimation.

The Cramér’s V coefficient value (Table 14) was approxi-
mately 0.7. There was a large dependency among the portion
of useful, trivial and inexplicable rules and their occurrence in
the set of discovered rules extracted from the file C1, and the
contingency coefficient was statistically significant. In this
file, trivial (19%) and inexplicable (100%) rules were mostly
found.

The Cramér’s V coefficient value (Table 15) was approxi-
mately 0.77. There was a large dependency among the portion
of useful, trivial and inexplicable rules and their occurrence in
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TABLE 13. Crosstabulations: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File B1.

TABLE 14. Crosstabulations: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File C1.

TABLE 15. Crosstabulations: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File D1.

the set of discovered rules extracted from the file D1, and the
contingency coefficient was statistically significant. In this
file, the least useful (38 %) and trivial (2 %) rules were found,
while the portion of inexplicable rules has not changed too
much (93 %).

In the case of files with the path completion (X2, where
X= {A, B, C, D}) the values of contingency coefficients were
in range 0.2-0.5, where 1 means perfect relationship and 0 no
relationship. There was a small-moderate dependency among
the portion of useful, trivial and inexplicable rules and their
occurrence in the set of discovered rules extracted from the
files with path completion.

The graphs in Fig. 3 – Fig. 6 visualize an interaction
frequencies - File X2 x Types of rules. In this case, the curves
did not copy mutually; they had different course - which only
proved the results of analysis. The most useful rules (57 %)
were found in the file A2 and the least in the file D2 (48 %),
while the portion of inexplicable rules had not changed too
much.

A closer look at the differences between files with and
without the path completion (X1 vs. X2) in terms of the

FIGURE 3. Interaction Plot: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File A2.

FIGURE 4. Interaction Plot: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File B2.

FIGURE 5. Interaction Plot: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File C2.

dependency on types of the rule (Table 10, Table 11, Table 12,
Table 13, see Fig. 3 - Fig. 6) showed increasing number of
trivial rules and a decreasing number of useful rules in case
of files with path completion (X2) while the portion of inex-
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FIGURE 6. Interaction Plot: Incidence of rules x Types of rules: File D2.

plicable rules was similar in both groups of files (X1, X2).
The path completion resulted only in increasing of trivial
rules.

The quality of found sequence rules was also assessed
using two indicators [34]: variables support and confidence.
The results of sequence patterns analysis showed differences
not only in the quantity of found rules but also in the quality.
Kendall’s coefficient of concordance represents the degree
of concordance in variable support of found rules among
examined files. The value of the coefficient (Table 16) was
approximately 0.71 while 1 means a perfect concordance and
0 represents discordance.

From the multiple comparisons (Tukey test) only one
homogenous group (Table 16) consisting of examined files,
were identified regarding the average support of found rules.
There was not a statistically significant difference in variable
support of the discovered rules between these files.
Regarding the values of confidence of the discovered rules,

the differences in the quality of individual files were demon-
strated. The coefficient of concordance values (Table 17)
was almost 0.21 while 1 means a perfect concordance and
0 represents discordance.

From the multiple comparisons (Tukey test) two homoge-
nous groups (Table 17), consisting of the examined files,
were identified regarding the average confidence of the found
rules. The first homogenous group consists of files D2, B1,
C2, B2, A2, A1, C1 and the second of files D1, D2, B1, C2,
B2, A2. There was not a statistically significant difference
in the variable confidence of discovered rules between these
files.

Contrary, statistically significant differences in the level of
significance 5 % in the average confidence of found rules
were proved between files D1 and A1 as well as D1 and C1.
The highest value of confidence was achieved in the case
of files with session identification using STT based on the
mean (C1) and using the Reference Length method based on
sitemap estimation (A1) without the path completion.

TABLE 16. Homogenous groups for support of derived rules.

TABLE 17. Homogenous groups for the confidence of derived rules.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Several data preprocessing techniques and problems related
to their application were discussed in this paper. Despite the
fact, that the log files came from the VLE, typical techniques
for the web data mining and data preprocessing were used.
Based on the fact the VLE Moodle records only the activity
of registered users in the course, it was not necessary to
remove data typically overflowing e-commerce log files. The
teachers’ accesses and course administrators’ accesses were
removed because they were not relevant for this research.
Similarly, it was not necessary to identify the individual users
because the anonymous accesses were not allowed in the
examined e-learning course. This fact markedly helped to
shorten the data preprocessing phase.

On the other hand, the log file structure, specifically the
URL field, represented the main disadvantage. The absence
of the domain meant an obstacle in the path completion phase
of data preprocessing. It was, therefore, necessary to modify
also the results of the sitemap, with the aim to apply a path
completion algorithm on these files.
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Standard data mining techniques could be used without
fail after solving this problem. If the URL variable of the
log file were in standard HTTP format, it would allow using
typical data mining preprocessing techniques without further
modifications.

For easier understanding, the list of the assumptions is
shown there again, and will be discussed in this section:

1) It was expected that an identification of sessions
using the Reference Length method, calculated from a
sitemap, would have a significant impact on the quan-
tity of extracted rules.

2) It was expected that an identification of sessions
using the Reference Length method, calculated from a
sitemap, would have a significant impact on an increas-
ing the portion of useful rules.

3) It was expected that an identification of sessions
using the Reference Length method, calculated from a
sitemap, would have a significant impact on the quality
of extracted rules.

4) It was expected that a path completion would have a
significant impact on the quantity of extracted rules.

5) It was expected that a path completion would have a
significant impact on an increasing the portion of useful
rules.

6) It was expected that a path completion would have a
significant impact on the quality of extracted rules.

Comparison of data analysis results elaborated on various
levels of data preprocessing regarding quantity and quality of
the found rules will be closely described in the next section.

The first assumption concerning the identification of ses-
sions using the Reference Lengthmethod, calculated from the
sitemap and its impact on the quantity was not proved. The
session identification using the Reference Length method
based on sitemap estimate has no impact on the quantity of
extracted rules in the case of files without and also with path
completion. On the contrary, the fourth assumption concern-
ing the path completion and its impact on the quantity was
proved. Specifically, it was proved that completing the paths
has a significant impact on the quantity of extracted rules.
Statistically significant differences in the average incidence
of found rules were proved between files without and also
with path completion.

In the case of files with path completion, almost 50 % of
the new rules were found. On the other hand, the path com-
pletion resulted only in an increase of trivial rules. The fifth
assumption concerning the path completion and its impact on
increasing the portion of useful rules was not proved. On the
contrary, the least inexplicable rules and the most useful
rules were found in the file with sessions identification based
on sitemap estimate. The second assumption concerning the
identification of sessions using the Reference Lengthmethod,
calculated from the sitemap and its impact on increasing the
portion of useful rules was proved.

The third assumption concerning the session identifica-
tion using the Reference Length method based on sitemap

estimate and its impact on the quality regarding their basic
measures of quality was only proved partially. There was
only statistically significant difference in the confidence of
discovered rules between examined files. In the case of a
file with session identification using the Reference Length
method based on sitemap estimate without path completion,
the highest value of confidence was achieved. On the other
hand, the sixth assumption concerning the path completion
and its impact on the quality of extracted rules in term of their
basic measures of the quality was not proved.

The experiment also has several didactical outcomes,
which can lead to the e-learning course improvement and
can help teachers to understand better and to improve their
e-learning teaching skills. Since the path completion did
not increase useful rules quantity, it can be assumed that
the used e-learning course had a well-defined structure and
sufficiently intuitive navigation, because the students did not
often use the Back button on the browser.

The analysis of discovered sequence rules shown, that
some unusual behavior patterns of students can be identified.
The rules were classified by the team of human experts into
three categories: useful, trivial and inexplicable rules. For
instance, activity Task 2 exists in most of the useful rules,
which means that the students used it in various activities
in the course. One of the possible explanations of the rules
with Task 2 is that the students looked for the explanations of
terms used in the e-learning course. This finding could inspire
the e-learning course developers to create an extra section
in the e-learning course, which will summarize all statistical
theories or methods used in the course. Similarly, other tips
to improve the e-course using the analysis of other rules can
be proposed.

The results of the described experiment, together with the
previously realized experiments with educational data men-
tioned in section 3.1 [37]–[39] can be regarded as a basis for
the further research in the field of EDM and LA. In this paper,
an existing research in the impact of different preprocessing
tasks on the quality and quantity of discovered knowledge
from the log files stored in contemporaryVLEswas extended.
The results demonstrate that not all stages of educational data
preprocessing are necessary if the data is stored in the VLEs.

Similarly, it was proved that the user session identification
using the Reference Length and e-learning course sitemap
statistically significantly increased the number of discovered
useful sequence rules. The most interesting impact of this
result is that the application of the Reference Length method
without path completion as well as an e-learning course
crawling with the aim to create a sitemap can be automated.

Abovementioned findings could help other educational
data mining researchers to choose the suitable steps of educa-
tional data preprocessing and easier focus on solving specific
educational problems.

In the last few years, researchers have begun to investi-
gate various web log mining methods which allow explor-
ing, visualizing, interpreting and analyzing educational
data [27], [28]. The presented outcomes can help developers
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of VLEs and developers of software tools and plugins for
the analysis and presentation of log data stored in VLEs,
to automate and accelerate the preprocessing phase of theweb
log mining. The right decision, which educational data pre-
processing tasks are necessary for obtaining relevant results
from applied modern EDM and LA methods may lead to
the development of real-time reporting tools that monitor
students’ behavior in the e-learning courses and visualize
them in simplified and interactive form.

The future research should, therefore, be focused on
improving used methodology, on verifying of the usefulness
and effectiveness of other user session and path comple-
tion methods on the larger and standardized datasets. Other
research should be targeted at an automation of the prepro-
cessing tasks and development of tools, which combine a
didactical theory with students’ data and serve the needs of
all groups of stakeholders. The last research direction can
be aimed at the standardization of log formats stored in the
VLEs, which may shorten the time required for educational
data analysis, including the most time consuming preprocess-
ing stage.
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